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: Events of July :
Shape Walk day
Lets step into the world of shape
Rath yatra
Dough play

Shapes : Purpose

First teachings in preschool are basics that child needs to know before he/ she learns the other basics of
reading, writing and math. Understanding color and shape is a tool for learning many skills in all curriculum
areas, from math and science to language and reading. One obvious reason for learning about shapes is to
practice geometry skills. Sorting objects into groups that are alike is another important mathematical
concept for preschoolers to learn. Once children learn about shapes and colors they have the ability to sort
items based on these easy to recognize attributes. There are many benefits taking time to teach kids these
seemingly simple concepts. We are not only preparing kids for formal schools but building a base of knowledge
that they will use for the rest of their lives !!
At I Play I Learn the theme SHAPES was conducted in a very innovative way. The theme shapes were split up into two categories--- ' Lets
Step into the world of shape” and 'Shape walk Day”.
The reason to break up the theme into two parts is to give them the simple knowledge of shapes where each one of us are surrounded
with different kinds of shapes. Our facilitator decorated the classroom with different shapes and allowed our little ones to observe the
classroom. Secondly our little researchers were introduced only the basic shape,. which was the objective. Our little ones enjoyed and
learnt through fun.

Rath Yatra :

Rath Yatra is a major Hindu Festival associates with Lord Jagannath, held at Puri in India during the month of July.
The festival begins with the invoking ceremony in the morning and the chariot pulling on the roads of Puri in afternoon is the most exciting
part of the festival. The three deities have three different chariots—The chariot of Lord Jagannath has 18 wheels, the chariot of Lord
Balabhadra has 16 wheels and the chariot of Subhadra has 14 wheels.
Every year the wooden temples like chariots are constructed newly. The idols of these three deities are also made of wood and they are
religiously replaced by new ones in every 12 years.
At I Play I Learn our little ones enjoyed decorating Rath or Chariot. They were very much interested beating the drum in front of the
chariot. Pulling of Rath was one of the most interesting part. Puja was conducted and at the end Prasad was distributed. Children enjoyed
eating papad a lot with their peers. The program was concluded with lot of fun.
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Dough Play : Purpose
Play dough is a staple material in the earlier childhood classroom. Play dough provides enjoyable and satisfying experiences for young
children, but it is not merely a fun activity. It provides valuable hands on , active- learning in many domains. Through this medium teachers
can address early learning standards and observe children's progress in many areas of development.
Young children learn best through manipulation of materials in which they can see the effects they have the world around them. Creative
experiences with materials like play dough offer children many valuable learning opportunities like—the children cooperate with peers,
communicate their ideas through spoken language. Experiences with play dough is not only fun but also allows children to explore and
experiment in various ways.
I Play I learn has chosen dough play activity for various reasons · It helps children develop creativity long with aiding in fine motor skills development.
· It stimulates their senses of touch and smell.
· Children learn about co-ordination, they practice their vital motor skills and they strengthen their muscles as they roll, squeeze, poke,
knead and shape the dough into all sorts of things.
Our little ones enjoyed playing with dough made from atta which is very familiar to them. They made animal figure like—snake, rat etc. and
many more figures.
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PARENT’S Corner

Play Dough Recipe :
Ingredients :
!1 cup water
!1 tablespoon vegetable oil
!1/2 cup salt
!1 tablespoon cream of tartar
!Food coloring
!Saucepan
!1 cup flour
Directions :
!Combine water, oil, salt, cream of tartar, and food coloring in a saucepan and heat until warm.
!Remove from heat and add flour.
!Stir, then knead until smooth. The cream of tartar makes this dough last 6 months or longer, so resist the temptation to omit this ingredient if
you don't have it on hand.
! Store this dough in the air tight container.

For suggestions e-mail at : east.academics@iplayilearn.com
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